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UP FRONT

T here is an adage in the aviation 
business that once a person has 
the smell of aviation fuel in their 

system, they are hooked on the business 
for a lifetime. Whether that is true or not, 
the adage speaks to the level of passion 
and commitment of those who work in 
the industry. Over the course of my own 
career, it has never ceased to amaze me 
how hooked on the business one can get 
and how enthusiastic and knowledgeable 
those working at airports can be.

I continue to witness the same laudable 
qualities in the individuals who willingly 
give of their precious time and energies to 
the management and growth of our asso-
ciation in the service of the entire mem-
bership. I am referring in this particular 
instance to the airport professionals from 
various parts of the country that voluntarily 
serve on IAAE Canada’s Board of Direc-
tors and standing committees—Accredita-
tion, Audit, Conferences, Governance 
& Nominating, Membership & Commu-
nications and Training. Each month, the 
Board confers by conference call to guide 
IAAE Canada’s affairs, while the indi-
vidual committees confer on specific initia-
tives through quarterly calls. Once a year, 
customarily in the early fall, the Board and 
the individual committees come together 
to plan for the coming year and discuss 
broader issues affecting the association.  

This year’s annual planning meeting 
was held in Toronto from September 30 
to October 2, 2011. Over the course of 

the three days, the Board mapped out a 
new strategic plan to guide IAAE Canada 
through the coming five years to 2016. 
We identified and prioritized a number of 
initiatives that, in combination, will move 
us as an association towards our vision of 
being Canada’s premier organization for 
airport training and professional develop-
ment.

Building on a set of creative propos-
als brought to the table by the Training 
Committee, the Board decided to proceed 
with several new initiatives to expand the 
IAAE Canada’s training  portfolio—both 
classroom-based and web-based—and 
to develop additional levels and forms 
of certification and accreditation to meet 
the changing needs of the membership. 

Further news will be coming your way as 
we progress towards the launch of these 
exciting new courses and programs.

Each year, the Board welcomes new 
members who have voluntarily stepped 
forward to further the interests of IAAE 
Canada and the profession. This year, we 
were fortunate to gain the involvement of 
Chris Wood A.A.E., General Manager of 
Region of Waterloo International Airport, 
and Mike Seabrook A.A.E., Vice President 
of London International Airport, in the activ-
ities and deliberations of the Board. The 
strength and sustainability of IAAE Canada 
is dependent upon individual members like 
Chris and Mike continuing to offer their 
time and talents through participation on 
the Board or one of the standing commit-
tees.  

Our aim is to build and perpetuate a 
governance structure for IAAE Canada that 
is diverse and vital, representing airports 
of various sizes in every area of our vast 
country and a wide range of talents, inter-
ests and disciplines across the business. If 
you are one of those folks who, regardless 
of your rank or role, have the aroma of 
aviation fuel in your system and have the 
desire to serve the profession while devel-
oping yourself, IAAE Canada needs you! 
Rest assured, we will welcome and value 
your involvement as we work together to 
meet the training and professional devel-
opment challenges of our industry and 
secure its future. We look forward to hear-
ing from you! 

a Message from iaae canada

Bill Newman, A.A.E.
Chair, IAAE Canada  
Director, Strategic Management, GTAA

Our aim is to build and 

perpetuate a governance 

structure for IAAE Canada that 

is diverse and vital, representing 

airports of various sizes in every 

area of our vast country and a 

wide range of talents, interests 

and disciplines across the 

business.
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UP FRONT

AccrEditAtioN ProgrAm
In 1992, IAAE announced the AAE 

professional accreditation program 
for airport executives. Tailored specifi-
cally to individual countries / regions, the 
program is modeled after the American 
Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) 
accreditation program. The requirements 
consist of an original management paper 
on some phase of airport management, 
a comprehensive written test and an oral 
examination. Access to management 
papers is available to our members on 
our website via the forum. Upon suc-
cessful completion of these requirements, 
the Accredited Airport Executive is 
admitted to the membership as an 
accredited member and may use the 
designation of Accredited Airport 
Executive (A.A.E.) after his / her name. 

iAAE cANAdA WEEkly 
E-rEPort

Containing the most up-to-date indus-
try news, business opportunities, job 
listings, upcoming training, confer-
ences and more! Delivered directly to 
your inbox!

iAAE cANAdA WEBsitE & 
Forum

IAAE Canada members have access 
to the Members Only area of IAAE 

Canada’s website, called the Forum, 
where they can interact with other mem-
bers, search our members’ database and 
much more. The website also provides 
information on upcoming courses, con-
ferences, job postings, membership 
lists and airport news.

iAAE cANAdA AirPort 
mAgAziNE

Published semi-annually, distributed 
free-of-charge and delivered right to your 
door! Visit us at www.iaaecanada.org to 
sign up.

thE iAAE cANAdA ANNuAl 
FAcility, oPErAtioNs 
& AiPort mANAgErs 
coNFErENcE 

Join us for three days of informative 
workshops and discussions on the current 
and important industry issues that matter 
most! Each year, our conference brings 
you informative lectures, panels and 
group workshops. 

trAiNiNg discouNt
All members get the discounted 

rate for all courses and conferen-
ces offered by both iAAE canada 
and AAAE. If you are not attending, you 
have the option of lending your training 
discount to a fellow employee for the 

purpose of attending courses conferences 
at the same reduced cost.

EmPloymENt oPPortuNitiEs
Airports across Canada post their 

available employment opportunities on 
the IAAE Canada website and in the 
IAAE Canada weekly e-Report. Post jobs 
to expand your team or respond to 
jobs posted to find your next career.

iAAE cANAdA ANNuAl 
rEPort

Distributed annually via memory stick 
to members in good standing, it contains 
committee reports on activities for 
the past year, including audited finan-
cial statements and information on all of 
our Corporate Members.

iAAE cANAdA mEmBErshiP 
dirEctory

A full list of members is available via 
the members only forum.

AirPort mANAgEmENt 
liBrAry

This AAAE library contains numerous 
reports, surveys and other current written 
materials, while the IAAE Canada library 
contains the management papers of all 
our Accredited Executives, past and 
present. 

IAAE Canada  |  1383 King St E  |  Hamilton, ON L8M 1H6
Phone: (905) 297-2236  |  Fax: (905) 963-7833 
E-mail: headquarters@iaaecanada.org
Web: www.iaaecanada.org

Why should you be a  
part of iaae canada?

Members of IAAE Canada have access to the following career-
enhancing benefits. For details, please e-mail Tom Coupland, 
Executive Coordinator at  headquarters@iaaecanada.org, call  
(905) 297 - 2236 or log on to www.iaaecanada.org to  
apply / renew your membership.
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FEATURE

L
ike leadership in many organizations, the IAAE Canada’s 
Board of Directors (BOD) were zealously looking forward 
to determine which direction to take IAAE Canada, mak-
ing decisions that will, without a doubt, impact the current 

and future membership base.
For over ten years, we at IAAE Canada have been providing 

value to our members by offering professional training, develop-
ment and networking events, all the while listening to our mem-
bers. So, why are we now offering the Voice of the Member 
(VoM) Program? It’s simple; we want to deliver quality to our mem-
bers as they see quality. Performance measurement is not new to 
the organization or the airport industry; we have turned member 
feedback from an activity into a process and institutionalized it 
throughout the organization.

The program assumes a supportive role by formalizing perfor-
mance measurement activities within projects and through dedi-
cated committees, which function before a plan is defined, during 
the activity and after the event. We receive member compliments, 
questions, issues / concerns and other feedback; however, they 
are received via VoM channels such as comment cards, panels, 
direct-mail / telephone satisfaction surveys, focus groups and 
approved social media (Linked In, Twitter, Facebook, etc.).

Feedback is processed to increase data reliability, iden-
tify trends and monitor changes in member experiences. It is then 
evaluated to consider the impact of the systemic changes that 
may result from VoM Program recommendations.

Through the VoM Program, IAAE Canada expects to capitalize 
on the following benefits: 
•	 To maintain a leadership position in the airport industry;

•	 To make proactive and responsive business decisions;
•	 To know our marketplace from our members’ perspective;
•	 To provide priority and support to projects, initiatives and 

resources;
•	 To increase member retention and satisfaction; and
•	 To increase member attendance and participation at events, 

training offerings and AAE accreditations.
IAAE Canada’s VoM Program drives the continual improve-

ment of our products, services and organizational decisions. 
Focusing on member satisfaction and being member driven, the 
VoM process supports the planning, delivery and implementa-
tion of events, activities and business decisions to ensure we 
continue to meet the needs, requirements and expectations of our  
members. 

Maxx Kochar, C.M., is Manager of Business Improvement 
Services at the Greater Toronto Airports Authority.

Voice of the Member
Meeting the needs, requirements and expectations of members.
By Maxx Kochar, GTAA
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FEATURE

S
coping, risk management, issues, 
stakeholders, status reporting—
why on earth as a busy business 
manager do I need to participate 

in such mundane administrative activities?
Ask a professional project manager and 

they will affirm involving a business manag-
er in the planning and execution of a proj-
ect is a critical success factor. I will use the 
analogy of driving a car to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of sound project management.  

scoPiNg
Scoping is the art of determining where 

you want to go—driving to work or pick-
ing up the kids. In business, scoping is the 
creation of high-level goals and objectives 
that the project will aim to deliver.

risk mANAgEmENt
Performed by documenting the envi-

ronmental factors that may negatively 
influence the objective. Risk action plans 
reduce the impact of the risk. When driv-
ing, your personal safety is somewhat at 
risk. Choosing to reduce your speed or to 
drive on a less traveled road does reduce 
the risk of personal injury.

issuEs
Issues arise with every project and if 

they are not managed they may impact 
the success of the project. A tire with low 
air pressure is an issue that, if left unman-
aged, may impact your commute the same 
way an under-performing project team 
member can be an issue for a project.

stAkEholdErs
As the people who are impacted by 

your project, you need to determine how 
stakeholders are affected and what you 
can do to reduce the impact. Similarly, 
other drivers on the road are stakeholders 
who are impacted by your driving maneu-
vers, so you need to consider their safety 
as well as your own. 

stAtus rEPortiNg
Similar to the warning lights on your 

dashboard, a green status indicates the 
project is going as planned. A yellow light 
indicates there is a problem, the same 
way a project manager will use a yel-
low status to indicate a potential problem 
exists. A red light on your dashboard indi-
cates you have a major problem with your 
car, the same way a red project status 
indicates there is an issue that, if not prop-
erly managed, will negatively influence 
your project.

If you are not convinced of the impor-
tance of sound project management, go 
for a drive in your car. There is no need 
for a seatbelt and feel free to drive in 
whatever direction and at any speed you 
desire because you have chosen to be 
reckless and, therefore, have accepted all 
of the risks.

Remember, you are in control! 

Scott MacNeil is an IAAE Communica-
tions Committee member who has worked 
as a business transformation consultant 
for the past 16 years. MacNeil is cur-
rently helping his client, the GTAA, plan 
the delivery of the Global Hub Program. 
Find Scott on LinkedIn.

By Scott MacNeil, IAAE Communications Committee Member

Project Management 101
Project management 
can be compared to 
driving a car.
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W
hether it’s a member inquiry, 
a training request or telecon-
ference for one of our eight 
standing committees, a day in 

the life at IAAE Canada Headquarters is 
always varied and dynamic. 

With over 300 current members, IAAE 
Canada has grown since its beginnings 
in 1994 and its incorporation in 2005. 
We have over 60 Accredited Members 
(A.A.Es), with another 52 Certified Mem-
bers (C.M.s), working towards this profes-
sional designation. “A.A.E. The Mark of an 
Airport Professional.” 

Each of our members is important to us; 
their input is invaluable and always appreci-
ated. Thanks to this input, we are able to 
better deliver the training and services they 
require.

In the pasts six years, we’ve trained 
over 1,000 airport personnel in areas such 

as Airfield Lighting Maintenance, Wildlife 
Control, Basic & Advanced Airport Safety 
& Operations, Constant Current Regulator 
Maintenance, Safety Management Systems 
& Human Factors, Winter Aircraft Move-
ment Surface Condition & Reporting and 
TP312.

Due to the popularity of our training, we 
have also posted some of the courses online 
for you. Try one for free at our website, 
www.iaaecanada.org, where you’ll also 
find up-to-date information on the Aviation 
Industry, including upcoming conferences, 
job postings and interactive discussions on 
our forum.

Tom Coupland, Executive Coordinator, 
has been with IAAE Canada for six years 
now, and in 2010, Michelle Cretzman 
came on board in the role of Administrative 
Assistant to help share the growing work-
load. Our focus is to grow and improve 

and based on member feedback, we’re 
doing just that. 

On behalf of our Board of Directors, we 
look forward to meeting you at our 6th Annu-
al Facility, Operations & Airport Managers 
Conference, being held June 4-6, 2012, 
in beautiful Victoria, BC.  In the meantime, 
remember: we always like to hear from you! 
Give us a call at (905) 297-2236 or send 
us an e-mail at headquarters@iaaecanada.
org or michelle@iaaecanada.org. 

a day in the life at iaae canada Headquarters
From helping airport personnel with professional development to ensuring each employee is properly 
trained, IAAE Canada Headquarters is a busy place.

Michelle Cretzman, 
Administrative Assis-
tant, IAAE Canada.

Tom Coupland, 
Executive Coordina-
tor, IAAE Canada.
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FEATURE

I
AAE Canada has a proud tradition of training airport profes-
sionals with our classroom offerings but we realized there 
are a number of airport employees we are not serving with 
our classroom courses. As an alternative to the classroom 

courses, IAAE Canada recently launched a series of online cours-
es called Airport 101.

These courses offer students a foundation level of understand-
ing on a number of airport-related topics and can be accessed 
online from anywhere in the world with an internet connection; 
that means a small airport with one or two staff can take some 
quality airport training day or night, any day of the week. Another 
airport may use the online courses to complement their training 
program without having to go through the time and expense of 
developing training modules.

IAAE Canada believes all airport staff should be well-informed 
to meet both regulatory requirements and personal aspirations of 
our airport staff. I have heard some long-time airport employees 
are unfamiliar with the basics of airfield signage or the differences 
between a taxiway and a runway. I have spoken with senior 
management—with a great depth experience from outside the air-
port industry—who feel lost when speaking with their peers about 
airport operations. I have heard countless times that the Town 
Council just doesn’t know what it takes to run an airport. These 
courses help fill these gaps and explain the airport industry in a 
way that is accessible to everyone.

At the recent IAAE Canada Conference in Charlottetown, PEI, 
we launched the new online training site with the first Airport 101 
titles. The first courses include Introduction to Airport Operations in 
Canada and Airport Regulations and Documentation. Further titles 
include Airport Finance, Security and Firefighting. Through 2012, 
we hope to have 15-20 Airport 101 courses ranging from bird 
and wildlife control to airport marketing.

We are also looking at a second series of courses designed 
to train airfield equipment operators on the specialized airfield 
maintenance equipment. Courses would teach the basic theory of 
using the equipment and the airport would follow up with on-the-
job practical training for the equipment. At the completion of the 
course, the employee would have a certificate indicating a pass-
ing grade on the online theoretical course and a signed checklist 
for the on-the-job course. This will demonstrate due diligence; that 
the employees have been trained and are knowledgeable for any 
airport audit. 

To improve the offerings and create a one-stop-shop aspect 
on the site, we also plan on adding workplace safety courses 
such as WHMIS and Transportation of Dangerous Goods. These 

courses provide an opportunity to round out the training require-
ments of most staff without having to leave the airport. If you 
happen to be at an airport with unreliable, slow or no internet 
access, we have a plan for you, which will be coming soon.  

Anyone wanting to try the courses at no cost can take the 
Airport 101: Course Showcase (www.iaaecanada.org/article/
online-courses-1623.asp), which shows a potential student the 
look and feel of the online courses we have produced. The 
courses are designed to be dynamic, informative and entertain-
ing. That said, we can make them better and are looking for input 
from users. If you are looking for a specific course for your staff, 
tell us and we can help produce it for you. If you see something 
in one of our courses that could be improved, tell us and we can 
make the changes. If you have quality pictures, stories or video 
that will help improve a course, send it to us so we can integrate 
it into the course or future courses. Ultimately, these courses are 
here to meet the training demands of the airports. If you help us 
make them better, you will have a better product for your staff, 
which makes them better employees.

I hope you take advantage of these courses; I have enjoyed 
working with our subject matter experts and design coordinator to 
bring these courses to Canadian Airports of all sizes. I hope your 
staff, partners and board members will enjoy them and be enlight-
ened about the complex and interesting industry we all work in. 

Cameron Nicolson, A.A.E, is Director of Safety Management 
Systems for the Calgary Airport Authority.

By Cameron Nicolson, Calgary Airport Authority

Web training: airport 101
IAAE Canada launches an online training opportunity.
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SPECIAL SECTION

O
n June 4-6, 2012,  Industry professionals from across Canada will gather in beautiful Victoria, BC for the 6th Annual iAAE 
canada Facility, operations & Airport managers conference. Join us for three days of informative workshops and 
discussions on the important industry issues that matter most! the marriott Victoria inner harbour hotel will be your 
home away from home and the fabulous Victoria conference centre will be your host for the tradeshow. For more infor-

mation or to sign up for the event, go to www.iaaecanada.org.

annoUncinG 
the 6th annual Facility, operations & airport Managers conference

 TC Policy Direction.  Future of Aviation Security Systems.  CRFI Changes.  EnergyReduction Possibilities. 

 Leadership Skills for Change Management.  Understanding Your Customer’s Needs.  Airfield Electrical Safety – 

Are you Flirting with Danger?  Runway Excursion Readiness & Accident Investigation.  

Future NavCanada / FAA.  ILS & Glide Path and more! 

proudly coordinated by:

“i BEliEVE thAt you ANd your tEAm did A WoNdErFul joB iN gEttiNg this 
coNFErENcE sEt uP ANd i WouldN’t chANgE A thiNg For NExt yEAr.”

Mike Simoneau, VanDerLande Industries Canada Inc. 

“WE NEEd to mAkE this A Priority For All AirPorts.”
Craig Collins, Founder / Owner, Grass Roots Aviation Environmental Products Inc.

PLanned TOPIcS IncLude:

Save The daTe!
The IAAE / AAAE Montreal August 2012 International Conference takes place August 19-22, 2012. 
Details to follow soon at www.iaaecanada.org!
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FEATURE

O
ne of the goals of the NAV 
CANADA ICAO NOTAM 
project is to migrate from the 
NOTAMJ format to the ICAO 

SNOWTAM format and automate its trans-
mission. 

Today, RSC reports are transmitted via 
fax to a FSS/FIC and then manually typed 
into the NAV CANADA NOTAM process-
ing system. In periods of bad weather, this 
often causes problems due to the fact that 
the reports accumulate, causing delays 
in entering them into the system. In order 
to tackle these issues, NAV CANADA 
decided to follow the ICAO “AIS to AIM” 
roadmap, which targets an end-to-end 
seamless digital data chain.

To enable digital processing of RSC 
reports, the format has to be changed into 
the ICAO SNOWTAM standard, a set of 
rules which structures and codes the mes-
sage in a way that our systems can read 

the message and save the content in a 
relational database instead of storing it as 
a text message in a repository.

In addition, a SNOWTAM is dissemi-
nated worldwide—instead of just within 
Canada—as a NOTAMJ. To do so, the 
Canadian NOTAM procedure manual 
(CNPM) was updated to reflect ICAO 
SNOWTAM formatt ing and a new 
aligned AMSCR form has been released. 
This update came into effect on October 
20, 2011.

To address the transition from fax to 
digital means, NAV CANADA developed 
an application called SNOWiz, which 
allows an airport authority to input RSC 
reports directly into a “wizard” web page 
through the internet or to connect existing 
automated RSC reporting systems, via a 
seamless direct connection (web service).

In the future, NAV CANADA will 
accept RSC reports in three ways:

1. AMSCR form (NAV CANADA will 
accept the old AMSCR form for at least 
this winter season);

2. SNOWiz web application; and
3. SNOWiz web service.

The development of SNOWiz is 
almost complete and we intend to make 
the SNOWiz web application (the wiz-
ard) available to all interested airports as 
of February 2012. The deployment of 
the automated SNOWiz web service is 
dependent on the development cycle of 
the respective vendor of the automated 
system on the airport.

If you are interested in getting con-
nected for SNOWiz, please con-
tact Project Manager Olivier Meier at  
meiero@navcanada.ca. 

Olivier Meier is Manager, Programs 
& Projects, AIM Business Development at 
NAV CANADA.

runway surface condition (rsc) reporting automation
By Olivier Meier, Project Manager, NAV CANADA

An update on the SNOWTAM project.
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c
hange is a constant at Canadian 
airports. Technology can help 
enable airport operators to con-
tinue successfully dealing with 

the challenges and opportunities they face 
on a daily basis. 

Some exciting advancements and inno-
vations are on the horizon. 

morE cAPABlE ruNWAy 
sNoW BloWErs

Reducing runway occupancy times 
and minimizing the number of machines 
required to quickly reopen runways has 
become a major focus of several compa-
nies, both here in Canada and abroad. 
Faster, higher capacity sweepers and new 
snowblowers that can clear an area twice 
as wide, while pulling a sweeper and 
eliminating plow trucks can help with this 
challenge.

digitAl NotAms / 
sNoWtAms

NAV CANADA, Canadian airports, 
regulators and commercial entities have 
been working towards a digital, web-
based means of sharing airfield surface 

conditions with all parties, including air-
lines and pilots, regarding NOTAMS. This 
effort aims to increase the relevance of the 
NOTAM data and reduce the timeframe 
to get information to those who need it. 
Please see the additional details in the 
NAV CANADA article in this publication. 

AFFEcts oF coNtAmiNANt 
oN AircrAFt BrAkiNg / 
stoPPiNg distANcE

ICAO, the FAA and Transport Canada, 
along with the academic and commercial 
communities, are investing time, money 
and expertise toward a better understand-
ing of the affect of contaminant on aircraft 
landing distances. The FAA has invested 
in a 727 aircraft equipped with sensors to 
monitor the resulting braking activity under 
various conditions.

The University of Waterloo, in conjunc-
tion with Team Eagle Ltd., has designed 
and built a vehicle that can sense and 
monitor the affect of various contaminants 
on a facsimile aircraft braking system. 
WestJet is contributing actual aircraft brak-
ing data to this project. All efforts are 
geared toward giving airfield operators 

and our aviation stakeholders a better, 
more objective understanding of the affect 
of the current surface conditions. 

chEmicAl usAgE ANd 
mANAgEmENt

GPS combined with GIS technology 
allows the precise deployment of runway 
/ airfield chemicals and leads to a bet-
ter understanding of where, when and 
how much has been applied. The next 
generation chemicals also aim to be more 
environmentally friendly and less corrosive 
to aircraft undercarriages and assemblies.

coNclusioN
These advancements are just a subset 

of the innovation occurring on behalf of 
airport operations. And as our ability and 
knowledge of current and future challeng-
es grows, the technology will follow to our 
benefit, provided we continue to search 
for the right solutions. IAAE Canada Air-
port Magazine plans to share a few new 
technologies in every issue. 

Paul Cudmore is General Manager & 
COO at Team Eagle Ltd.

This vehicle, designed and built by the University of Waterloo 
and Team Eagle Ltd. can sense and monitor the affect of various 
contaminants on a facsimile aircraft braking system.

Airfield operators can look forward to bigger, more capable 
and versatile equipment in the near future to help with snow 
removal.

emerging airfield technologies: 
What airport operators can look Forward to
How the industry’s emerging technology will affect airport operations.
By Paul Cudmore, General Manager & COO, Team Eagle Ltd.
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FEATURE

O
f all the issues related to Runway 
End Safety Areas (RESAs) dis-
cussed at the September 2011 
Canadian Aviation Regulation 

Advisory Council (CARAC) meeting, Transport 
Canada was clear on only one thing: RESAs 
are coming.

When the current edition of TP312 (4th 
Edition) was published in 1993, ICAO Annex 
14 (1st Edition, 1990) specified RESAs as 
“recommendation.” Since then, the interna-
tional community reasoned that RESAs con-
tribute significantly to the reduction of aircraft 
damage and passenger injuries during aircraft 
overruns and undershoots. As a result, ICAO 
published Annex 14 (3rd Edition, 1999), 
elevating RESAs to “standard.” With no major 
update to TP312 since publication in 1993, 
Canada’s Aerodrome Standards and Rec-
ommended Practices have lagged behind 
the international community and RESAs have 
remained a “recommendation.”

In the wake of recent domestic and inter-
national accidents, Transport Canada is 
revisiting RESAs with respect to international 
standards. Under Notice of Proposed Amend-
ment (NPA) 2010-012, a RESA would be 
required for qualifying runway ends at certi-
fied Airports, bringing Canada in line with 
international standards.

In addition to elevating RESAs to “stan-
dard,” Transport Canada also proposes 
changing qualifying criteria and providing 

exclusions. Under TP312, a 90m RESA 
is recommended where the runway code 
number is 3 or 4 (i.e. 1,200m+).  Under 
the proposed regulation, a 150m RESA (or 
equivalent Engineered Material Arrestor Sys-
tem) is required where the runway length is 
greater than 1,200m (3,937ft) or where an 
instrument runway (i.e. approach minima 
less than 500ft AGL) is utilized by scheduled 
passenger-carrying operations using aircraft 
with more than nine passenger seats. Air-
ports north of the 60th parallel serving only 
small air carrier aircraft are excluded from 
the proposed regulation. However, Transport 
Canada is considering changes to both the 
definition of northern (or remote) Airports and 
small aircraft.

Under the proposed regulation, the RESA 
starts at the runway, where the 150m RESA 
equals the 60m runway strip and 90m 
beyond.  This redefinition of the length is 
a deviation from ICAO, allowing Airports 
to achieve a RESA by reducing declared 
distances without physical improvements. 
Through this, Transport Canada has provided 
flexibility to airports where implementation 
would be physically or financially prohibitive 
but has also opened the door to operational 
impacts, reduced effectiveness and, poten-
tially, reduced Transport Canada funding 
obligations.  

Why is this important?  At the Sep-
tember 2011 CARAC meeting, Transport 

Canada presented a cost estimate of 
$408M to implement RESAs at the 211 
certified airports nationwide.  With no source 
of funding identified and a three to five year 
implementation timeline, it is no surprise air-
ports and industry associations object to the 
proposed regulation. These objections are fur-
ther justified if Transport Canada encourages 
reduced declared distances to minimize the 
net financial implication of RESAs; potentially 
impacting airport operations.

Airports are encouraged to assess the 
feasibility of RESAs and identify physical 
features, like property boundary, obstacles, 
topography, geology, watercourse or ser-
vices that could impact implementation. An 
operational assessment may be necessary to 
determine the impact of reducing declared 
distances in the event a physical RESA is not 
feasible. The purpose of these assessments is 
to understand the associated costs and seek 
funding opportunities. It is recommended that 
airports share this information with industry 
associations and Transport Canada, so that 
an accurate nationwide assessment of the 
financial and operational impact of RESAs 
can be developed.

A technical discussion paper regarding 
RESAs is available at www.psmi.ca. 

James Lindsey (M.Sc., CM) is an Aviation 
Consultant with GENIVAR, formerly Pryde 
Schropp McComb Inc.

runway end safety areas explained
By James Lindsey, GENIVAR
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about iaae canada
Since 1994, IAAE Canada has 

assisted countless airport personnel 
across the country in their professional 
development and training.

IAAE Canada provides learning and 
career enhancing opportunities through:
•	 Training courses, both in the class-

room and online;
•	 Conferences;
•	 Accreditation programs; and
•	 Career listings.

Our professional development pro-
grams address the challenges of man-
aging small, medium and large airports 
in Canada.

Our primary goal is to assist airport 
executives in fulfilling their responsibili-
ties to the airports and communities they 
serve through personal development 
and training.
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MEMBER PROFILE

a s a young man, Lloyd McCoomb, 
President and CEO of the Greater 
Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) 

had an interest in the military. He joined 
the air force in 1964 as an engineering 
officer and says that’s when his romance 
with airports began.

He went to graduate school at MIT, 
focused on courses in airports and began 
working for Transport Canada. He then got 
his PhD in traffic and engineering transpor-
tation and joined the air administration in 
1983—the first step on a path that led to 
where he is today.

“As I got into the business, I found that 
I really enjoyed the dynamic nature of the 
field; I was drawn to it and the outstand-
ing people.” says McCoomb. “People are 
excited when they travel and we make a 
positive contribution to that. The greatest 
importance is the people—they are so 
proud of what they do and it makes your 
day.”

AchiEVEmENts 
McCoomb has worked on several proj-

ects over the years that have impacted air-
ports and people across the country but he 
says his greatest achievement took place 
while serving as Vice President of Airport 
Planning and Development for the GTAA. 
He was given the opportunity to revital-
ize the airport—by turning a “dilapidated 
building into something the city could be 
proud of”—and after much planning, con-
struction and teamwork, the new terminal 
was unveiled.

“It was 2004, opening day. We were 
driving up the ramp to the new terminal 
building and it was absolutely the high 
point of my career,” he says, recalling 
the milestone. “It was an incredibly chal-
lenging task and amazing in terms of its 
vision and strategic acumen. Driving up, 
seeing it about to start—boy, what a thrill. 
I’d been involved since 1991 when we 
started environmental reviews. It was a 

career privilege few get and I’m very grate-
ful for it.”

Throughout his career, McCoomb has 
gained much insight from his experienc-
es. The biggest lesson he’s learned is that 
while airports take great pride that they 
are an economic engine for communities—
there is much work and many employees 
associated with airports—they are over-
head.

“If people didn’t have to spend money 
to travel, they wouldn’t. But you can’t snap 
your fingers and be somewhere, so you 
have to go through an airport. That’s the 
cost of business. The real mission should 
be to minimize that,” he says. “We should 
take great pride not in the number of 
employees but in how few employees work 
here and how little money we represent. 
We need to create as little overhead as 
possible. We need to make everybody 
else’s lives better and as easy as possible, 
and do so as efficiently as possible. It is an 
awesome obligation to serve the commu-
nity and they’re counting on us.”

ExPEctAtioNs
The future of the industry has been 

impacted by policy deregulation, says 
McCoomb, which has been difficult and, 
while necessary, caused a temporary dis-
location.

“It created a very unstable industry for 
awhile. We’re getting the end of that and 
the industry is learning to compete when 
there is no government regulator to protect 
you. It gives me real encouragement; with 
the economic downturns, we’re learning 
to operate in this new open market world,” 

he says. “I think we’ll see increasing stabili-
ty in the future—healthy growth and healthy 
competition.”

After McCoomb’s last day at the end of 
January, he plans on spending more time 
teaching university engineering to share 
what he has learned.

“I have been very fortunate in my career 
and feel I have a big debt to pay. I would 
also like to do volunteer work, like Engi-
neers without Borders. My church has a 
sister parish in Cuba that could benefit 
and I would like to spend more time with 
my family,” he says. “Then there are the 
little things, like getting my golf handicap 
down to the single digits, learning to play 
a musical instrument and getting through 
the books I want to read. There’s so much 
to do, and not enough time—I want to take 
the time to do it.” 

lloyd Mccoomb
After more than 30 years in the industry, Lloyd McCoomb 
is retiring. His achievements have impacted people and 
airports across Canada.

“We need to make everybody 
else’s lives better and as easy as 
possible, and do so as efficiently 

as possible. It is an awesome 
obligation to serve the community 

and they’re counting on us.”

mccoomB’s thoughts oN 
iAAE cANAdA

“IAAE Canada provides wonderful 
opportunities for individuals to study the 
business and develop technical skills 
through all ranks and aspects. I highly 
recommend getting a membership; use 
the tools to grow as a professional. Every 
year, every day, reading a magazine, 
taking courses and growing so you can 
serve your industry and community better.

We have the safety of people in 
our hands and it is our responsibility to 
keep those people safe. They trust we 
know what we’re doing, that we’ll do it 
24/7/365 and it’s incumbent we hon-
our their trust and make sure we do know 
what we’re doing.”
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